Possible U. S. Air Force LORAN-C Requirements

1. The Coast Guard has been made aware of the following Air Force requirements for or interest in LORAN-C:

   a. **REQUIREMENT** - Time source for Nuclear Detonation Evaluation System, AN/GSQ-44 (SECRET)

      **COGNIZANT COMMAND**

      Rome Air Development Center
      Air Research & Development Command
      Griffiss Air Force Base
      Attn: RCSGA

   b. **REQUIREMENT** - Time source along the Atlantic Missile Range

      **COGNIZANT COMMAND**

      Atlantic Missile Range

   c. **REQUIREMENT** - Long range accurate time, exact use unknown to Coast Guard (Classification unknown)

      **COGNIZANT COMMAND**

      Air Force Technical Applications Center (AFTAC)
      Telegraph Road, Alexandria, Va.

   d. **REQUIREMENT** - Unknown but continuing interest shown at various times.